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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce yourself and the program. Talk about the Training Suite as a set of workshops and lectures designed by the Ministry of Transport and Communications Cyber Safety Team to serve Students, Parents and Teachers. Highlight the need to spread the knowledge about safe and unsafe behavior online in school communities. Make it a brief introduction but remember to introduce yourself and the Ministry of Transport and Communications. 
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Internet game/online game – a specialized application or technology, which connects players 

through the Internet or over a computer network. 

Internet games – Definition

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a slide where you have an opportunity to explain what an online/internet game is. Tell the participants that in the past there were also games where the involved devices were connected via internal network rather than internet. This is usually not the case nowadays. Players of internet games very often also socialize via different networks. Sometimes those networks are devoted to this particular game but very often they simply use general networks as facebook. This mixing of gaming and social networking and sometimes also skyping leads to a situation where especially younger internet users might get a bit confused. Having a large number of gaming “friends” online and interacting with them in different ways may sometimes cause false impression of this whole situation being real. So, we mustn’t forget and we should keep reminding our children and students that relations in cyber space aren’t often what they seem to be.Very often people pretend to be someone else online than in real life. They live a parallel online life and present to others in a certain way. It doesn’t mean we cannot interact online, but it means we have to be careful and better not mix gaming with regular social network socializing.The biggest problem with online gaming communities is that sometimes they become a space for the internet offenders to find their prey. Especially young children get very emotional when playing games and therefore more likely to forget about “common sense”. They tend to reveal personal data and talk to strangers as family just because online they are for example siblings. This is a very dangerous situation and there were cases where the predators took advantage of immaturity and low life experience of children and teenagers.Ref: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Online_game Change the slide 
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MMORPG – one of the most popular types of 

online games that you will find today. 

MMORPG stands for "massively multiplayer 

online role-playing game". World of 

Warcraft is by far the most well-known game 

of this nature.

Actions and Adventure – These games have 

a lot of excitement and challenges for the 

player putting them at the top of the list. 

These are designed for players of all ages and 

there are many different games to choose 

from.

Internet games – Popular kinds

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The kinds of games presented on these slides are only a small sample of the whole variety of different categories. Ask the participants to name more and categorize them as they wish. Encourage discussion. Remind the participants of the old games they know from the past. How were they different? The graphics maybe, the goal of the game, the sound was different. What is better in the new games? And what is bad about them?Most of the answers will probably be that the quality and colors and effects are better and bad things are higher violence, lack of space for imagination, complexity leading to time waste.MMORPG - one of the most popular types of online games that you will find today. MMORPG stands for "massively multiplayer online role-playing game". World of Warcraft is by far the most well-known game of this nature.Action and Adventure - these games have a lot of excitement and challenges for the player putting them at the top of the list. These are designed for players of all ages and there are many different games to choose from.Strategy Games - designed for those who enjoy a good mental challenge. They may take a while to complete depending on the level of difficulty but they can be very rewarding.Shooting Games - not for everyone but there is a large number of gamers that love these. They involve a lot of action and adventure but many can also include a lot of violence. They are intended for the mature player only.Educational games – the games meant to teach skills or develop different capabilitiesChange the slide
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Strategy games – designed for those who 

enjoy a good mental challenge. They may take 

a while to complete depending on the level of 

difficulty but they can be very rewarding.

Educational games– the games meant to 

teach skills or develop different capabilities

Shooting games – not for everyone but there 

is a large number of gamers that love these. 

They involve a lot of action and adventure but 

many can also include a lot of violence. They 

are intended for the mature player only.

Internet games – Popular kinds

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The kinds of games presented on these slides are only a small sample of the whole variety of different categories. Ask the participants to name more and categorize them as they wish. Encourage discussion. Remind the participants of the old games they know from the past. How were they different? The graphics maybe, the goal of the game, the sound was different. What is better in the new games? And what is bad about them?Most of the answers will probably be that the quality and colors and effects are better and bad things are higher violence, lack of space for imagination, complexity leading to time waste.MMORPG - one of the most popular types of online games that you will find today. MMORPG stands for "massively multiplayer online role-playing game". World of Warcraft is by far the most well-known game of this nature.Action and Adventure - these games have a lot of excitement and challenges for the player putting them at the top of the list. These are designed for players of all ages and there are many different games to choose from.Strategy Games - designed for those who enjoy a good mental challenge. They may take a while to complete depending on the level of difficulty but they can be very rewarding.Shooting Games - not for everyone but there is a large number of gamers that love these. They involve a lot of action and adventure but many can also include a lot of violence. They are intended for the mature player only.Educational games – the games meant to teach skills or develop different capabilitiesChange the slide
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Anyone! Therefore when playing we have to be careful as we cannot be sure who we speak to. A person 

claiming to be our age and from the same neighborhood might as well be a dangerous convict playing on 

a prison computer. 

Internet games – Who can be a player?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ask participants to look at the pictures and answer the question. Encourage discussion. The conclusion should be that anyone can be a player and therefore when playing we have to be careful as we cannot be sure who we speak to. A person claiming to be our age and from the same neighborhood might as well be a dangerous convict playing on a prison computer. It doesn’t necessarily have to be like this but we have to keep in mind that it is possible. And therefore there is one very important issue we have to consider when chatting with other players…Change the slide
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Some habits

Phone number

Salary or contract details

Passport or ID number

Bank account details

Pictures

Age

PIN

Address

Passwords

Exact location

Secrets

Fears

Information about family 

members

PERSONAL DETAILS:

Internet games – What information we should 
be careful when chatting during a game?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What kind of information can we consider personal details? Any that might be later used to destroy our privacy and hurt us. Some of the examples given above are obvious but for example “Some habits” need explanation. Habits like “walking every Sunday in a red hat along a specific street” can help a potential offender to find us and therefore are not safe to be published. Secrets like “I keep my money in the garden under the pink bush” are also not the best information to be shared online. Fears can help for example potential bullies. “I am afraid of spiders and wouldn’t like to find one in my backpack” sounds a bit like an invitation for a bully.There are a lot more issues to be considered as well but the range of terms and information we can call personal details is very wide and we all have to decide for ourselves and our children.
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Set boundaries

Help your child choose the right games

Protect the device

Talk to them often

Get involved in gaming with your child

Internet games – How to protect children 
from the threats

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first thing you can do is to talk to your child very often and build an atmosphere of trust. The next very important step is to protect the device from outside threats and accidental problems. To know more use the slides about privacy controls and parental settings. Another thing is to help your child with the choice of games – assist them in the beginning so that they don’t get involved in the games you disapprove. And then of course get involved in the activities connected to gaming. Spend time with your child, get to know the game and the other players.And a general remark – set the boundaries. You are the adult and you set the rules!  Agree with the child on the amount of time to be spent online, agree on the activities that can accompany gaming – is adding other players as friends on different network allowed or not? What information can’t be shared? Discuss those and other issues with participants.Change the slide
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What is Internet addiction?

How to recognize Addiction?

How can we prevent addiction?

How to fight addiction if it’s already there?

Who can help us identify and fight addiction?

Internet games – Internet addictions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is internet addiction?Internet addiction is the use of internet by a person that affects his/her life and normal routines. It often develops when we fail to manage the amount of time our child spends online or we fail to notice first signs of addiction. Ref: http://www.techopedia.com/definition/15454/internet-addictionHow to recognize addiction?It is not so easy to recognize addiction to internet. But there are symptoms that should alert us:A child forgets to change clothes, doesn’t care about hygiene anymoreA child talks a lot about his/her online friends and activitiesA child reacts with aggression when we try to interrupt online activitiesA child fails to do homework A child stops seeing his/her friends in real lifeWe notice Something unusual in child’s behaviour (For example talking strange slang or sitting a lot in his/her room)How can we prevent addiction?Limit the time you spend online or you let your child stay online Talk to your child Make sure there is enough attractive offline activities your child can undertakeEncourage your child to explore real worldBuild trust and understandingHow to fight addiction if it’s already there?Just like in case of prevention. Sometimes you need also to implement new rules for the internet use or even seek some help.Who can help us identify and fight addiction?You might decide to consult the teachers at your child’s school or see a family counselor if you feel the situation is really out of control.
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Internet addiction – the use of internet by a person that affects his/her life and normal routines. It 

often develops when we fail to manage the amount of time our child spends online or we fail to 

notice first signs of addiction. 

Ref: techopedia.com

Internet games – What is internet addiction?

http://www.techopedia.com/definition/15454/internet-addiction
Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is internet addiction?Internet addiction is the use of internet by a person that affects his/her life and normal routines. It often develops when we fail to manage the amount of time our child spends online or we fail to notice first signs of addiction. Ref: http://www.techopedia.com/definition/15454/internet-addictionHow to recognize addiction?It is not so easy to recognize addiction to internet. But there are symptoms that should alert us:A child forgets to change clothes, doesn’t care about hygiene anymoreA child talks a lot about his/her online friends and activitiesA child reacts with aggression when we try to interrupt online activitiesA child fails to do homework A child stops seeing his/her friends in real lifeWe notice Something unusual in child’s behaviour (For example talking strange slang or sitting a lot in his/her room)How can we prevent addiction?Limit the time you spend online or you let your child stay online Talk to your child Make sure there is enough attractive offline activities your child can undertakeEncourage your child to explore real worldBuild trust and understandingHow to fight addiction if it’s already there?Just like in case of prevention. Sometimes you need also to implement new rules for the internet use or even seek some help.Who can help us identify and fight addiction?You might decide to consult the teachers at your child’s school or see a family counselor if you feel the situation is really out of control.
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A child forgets to change clothes, doesn’t care 
about hygiene anymore

A child talks a lot about his/her online friends 
and activities

A child reacts with aggression when we try to 
interrupt online activities

A child fails to do homework 

A child stops seeing his/her friends in real life

We notice something unusual in child’s 
behavior (For example talking strange slang 
or sitting a lot in his/her room)

It is not so easy to recognize addiction to internet. But there are symptoms that should alert us:

Internet games – How to recognize addiction?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is internet addiction?Internet addiction is the use of internet by a person that affects his/her life and normal routines. It often develops when we fail to manage the amount of time our child spends online or we fail to notice first signs of addiction. Ref: http://www.techopedia.com/definition/15454/internet-addictionHow to recognize addiction?It is not so easy to recognize addiction to internet. But there are symptoms that should alert us:A child forgets to change clothes, doesn’t care about hygiene anymoreA child talks a lot about his/her online friends and activitiesA child reacts with aggression when we try to interrupt online activitiesA child fails to do homework A child stops seeing his/her friends in real lifeWe notice Something unusual in child’s behaviour (For example talking strange slang or sitting a lot in his/her room)How can we prevent addiction?Limit the time you spend online or you let your child stay online Talk to your child Make sure there is enough attractive offline activities your child can undertakeEncourage your child to explore real worldBuild trust and understandingHow to fight addiction if it’s already there?Just like in case of prevention. Sometimes you need also to implement new rules for the internet use or even seek some help.Who can help us identify and fight addiction?You might decide to consult the teachers at your child’s school or see a family counselor if you feel the situation is really out of control.
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Talk to your child

Limit the time you spend online or you let your 
child stay online

Encourage your child to explore real world

Make sure there is enough attractive offline 
activities your child can undertake

Build trust and understanding

Internet games – How can we prevent 
addiction?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is internet addiction?Internet addiction is the use of internet by a person that affects his/her life and normal routines. It often develops when we fail to manage the amount of time our child spends online or we fail to notice first signs of addiction. Ref: http://www.techopedia.com/definition/15454/internet-addictionHow to recognize addiction?It is not so easy to recognize addiction to internet. But there are symptoms that should alert us:A child forgets to change clothes, doesn’t care about hygiene anymoreA child talks a lot about his/her online friends and activitiesA child reacts with aggression when we try to interrupt online activitiesA child fails to do homework A child stops seeing his/her friends in real lifeWe notice Something unusual in child’s behaviour (For example talking strange slang or sitting a lot in his/her room)How can we prevent addiction?Limit the time you spend online or you let your child stay online Talk to your child Make sure there is enough attractive offline activities your child can undertakeEncourage your child to explore real worldBuild trust and understandingHow to fight addiction if it’s already there?Just like in case of prevention. Sometimes you need also to implement new rules for the internet use or even seek some help.Who can help us identify and fight addiction?You might decide to consult the teachers at your child’s school or see a family counselor if you feel the situation is really out of control.
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Just like in case of prevention. Sometimes you need also to implement new rules for the internet use or 

even seek some help.

Internet games – How to fight addiction 
if it’s already there?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is internet addiction?Internet addiction is the use of internet by a person that affects his/her life and normal routines. It often develops when we fail to manage the amount of time our child spends online or we fail to notice first signs of addiction. Ref: http://www.techopedia.com/definition/15454/internet-addictionHow to recognize addiction?It is not so easy to recognize addiction to internet. But there are symptoms that should alert us:A child forgets to change clothes, doesn’t care about hygiene anymoreA child talks a lot about his/her online friends and activitiesA child reacts with aggression when we try to interrupt online activitiesA child fails to do homework A child stops seeing his/her friends in real lifeWe notice Something unusual in child’s behaviour (For example talking strange slang or sitting a lot in his/her room)How can we prevent addiction?Limit the time you spend online or you let your child stay online Talk to your child Make sure there is enough attractive offline activities your child can undertakeEncourage your child to explore real worldBuild trust and understandingHow to fight addiction if it’s already there?Just like in case of prevention. Sometimes you need also to implement new rules for the internet use or even seek some help.Who can help us identify and fight addiction?You might decide to consult the teachers at your child’s school or see a family counselor if you feel the situation is really out of control.
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You might decide to consult the teachers at your child’s school or see a family counselor if you feel the 

situation is really out of control.

Internet games – Who can help us 
identify and fight addiction?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is internet addiction?Internet addiction is the use of internet by a person that affects his/her life and normal routines. It often develops when we fail to manage the amount of time our child spends online or we fail to notice first signs of addiction. Ref: http://www.techopedia.com/definition/15454/internet-addictionHow to recognize addiction?It is not so easy to recognize addiction to internet. But there are symptoms that should alert us:A child forgets to change clothes, doesn’t care about hygiene anymoreA child talks a lot about his/her online friends and activitiesA child reacts with aggression when we try to interrupt online activitiesA child fails to do homework A child stops seeing his/her friends in real lifeWe notice Something unusual in child’s behaviour (For example talking strange slang or sitting a lot in his/her room)How can we prevent addiction?Limit the time you spend online or you let your child stay online Talk to your child Make sure there is enough attractive offline activities your child can undertakeEncourage your child to explore real worldBuild trust and understandingHow to fight addiction if it’s already there?Just like in case of prevention. Sometimes you need also to implement new rules for the internet use or even seek some help.Who can help us identify and fight addiction?You might decide to consult the teachers at your child’s school or see a family counselor if you feel the situation is really out of control.
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You can try and ask your friends and family for assistance. But a much safer and more efficient 

solution will probably be to ask professionals. In the case of any doubts about whether the game is 

suitable for your child – first try and discuss it with your child’s teacher or other teachers. They are 

educators, they will help you. You can also consult the IT person in your school. 

Internet games – Who can we ask for help if 
we find a game harmful?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can try and ask your friends and family for assistance. But a much safer and more efficient solution will probably be to ask professionals. In the case of any doubts about whether the game is suitable for your child – first try and discuss it with your child’s teacher or other teachers. They are educators, they will help you. You can also consult the IT person in your school. Change the slide
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What is an internet game?

How can we make sure our children are safe when playing a particular internet game?

Who can be a player?

How can we help children if we find some games are harmful for them?

Internet games - What have we learned in this 
lecture?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Encourage participants to answer those questions. If they are not willing to answer – tell them. Use previous slides to help you assist the participants.
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Thank you

For more information,

please contact us at info@safespace.qa

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Closing slide – you can leave it on when participants approach you to ask additional questions or exchange contact details.


